
    Transitions For Better Flow with the Bridge Illustration 

Use the two questions. 

Nine out of ten people will answer the second question with some form of, "I'm a good person", or "I try to do the best that I can". 

You can respond by nodding your head and saying that's interesting. Then ask them if they would like to see an illustration that 
explains what the Bible says is the correct answer to the two questions. I have never had anyone in the last 15 years refused to see 
the bridge after I have used the two questions. It is very important that you open up the conversation about the gospel having used 
the two questions. 

I then say something like this; I would like to show you an illustration that explains what the Bible says about how a person can know 
the correct answer on how to get to heaven. This is not something new. Actually, you have heard almost all of what I have to share 
with you before. Personally, there were only two parts of the illustration that I had never heard before, or that I had never 
understood before. 

It is like we go through life with a bag hanging from our belt. Inside this bag are pieces to a jigsaw puzzle. We have never seen a 
picture of what the puzzle would look like if we put it together, so the whole concept of Heaven and what God requires from us is a 
bit fuzzy in our minds. I would like to show you an illustration that puts those pieces in their correct places. I also want to point out 
that most of our bags of puzzle pieces, which we have picked up going through our lives, also have a few pieces that belong to other 
puzzles. That messes us up and creates confusion in our minds. This illustration helps us weed out incorrect information that 
belongs to something else. So rest assured that what I am not going share with you is not some new truth that I thought up last night 
after eating too much pizza. It is actually an old truth that has not been communicated clearly down through the centuries. 

1. I start the bridge illustration by writing out the word God on the right hand side of the page at the top. I then write and explain
that God created mankind and that he created us with a free will and with a higher reasoning power then any of the animals
presently living on earth. I do ask them here the question, "what is the purpose of your life?" I draw an arrow from man to God and
put an arrowhead on that side by the word, God, explaining that the purpose of every person's life is to get to know God and to
enjoy Him and delight in Him. If we are doing that we feel like we have purpose in life. If we are not doing that we will be
dissatisfied. It is like we have a God shaped vacuum on the inside of us that only God can fill. 

2. I generally write the word, sin, with the S as kind of a squiggle that breaks the communication between God and man. Then I
turned to Isaiah 59:2 and I point out that there is a separation between God and man.

3. Transition: we can represent this separation between man and God by drawing a canyon. Man as a side and God is a side in
between them is an uncrossable chasm.

4. Transition: now let's talk about the left side of the canyon which represents man. God is a good God and he wants to help us. So
he needs to tell us the truth about our condition. Illustration: I like to talk about going to a doctor. Having him take an x-ray because
you have a headache. He shows you the tumor that is in your head. And then he says to you, "you have a tumor the size of a
grapefruit. But that's not a problem. Go to Walmart and buy a bottle of St. Joseph's baby aspirin and take two in the morning and 
two at night. Your headache will go away. Question: what would you think of that of that medical doctor? You're right, he's a quack.
The truth is if he doesn't operate you have 100% chance of dying, but if he operates, perhaps you have a 40% chance of living. A
good doctor tells the truth no matter how it makes the person feel. God has to tell us the truth about our condition because He
loves us and wants something better for us. 

5. I now proceed down the left side of the canyon or man's side, through numbers one through three. Romans 3:23, Romans 6:23,
Hebrews 9:27. 

6. Transition: I now go to the side of the canyon which belongs the man and I placed my fingers on the top of the canyon like I'm
walking. I say, "wow, God is a long way off I need to get busy and do something so that when I die I can go to heaven."

7. Transition: so we draw the stairway to heaven, but we explain that we're going to be some stairs short when we die. Have the
person read Ephesians 2:8,9 and write the phrase, not by works. We want to point out that good works do not save us; we will later
do good works because we are saved. The currency for salvation is blood - without the shedding of blood there is no forgiveness of 
sins. Humans want to be able to earn Heaven, but they cannot, because they cannot come up with the payment for their sin, which,
of course, is precious unblemished and untarnished blood.




